Summary
Tara Platform ($XTRA) (hereafter:
Tara) allows creating your own
tailored solution for the tokenized
loyalty points programs with the
necessary set of features and a
secondary market for customers to
trade. The ecosystem of Tara
consists of:
-

-

Tokenization of loyalty
points
Allowing transfers and
trades of loyalty points
Company can issue speciﬁc
tokens for diﬀerent types of
customers
Easier compared to regular
centralized solutions.

Key beneﬁts of the Tara platform:
1.
Transparency
2.
Immutability of ledgers
3.
Decentralized exchange
4.
Instant transfers
5.
Low entry barrier
6.
Full control and security

Tara Platform ($XTRA)
Crypto research

General / Use case

Summary

The Tara platform allows brands/companies to build their own applications
within their system. Customers earn tokenized loyalty points/rewards for their
purchases. This allows customers to redeem rewards with any business on the
platform that accepts this token. Tara aims to oﬀer more ﬂexibility with their
platform compared to regular decentralized solutions.

The use case of Tara is
revolutionary and very interesting in
our opinion, as we haven’t seen any
similar projects to date.

So, leveraging the potential of the Blockchain technology Tara aims to
develop a fully integrated/one-stop solution within the brand loyalty space.

The unique selling points of Tara are:
-

The brand-loyalty market is an
attractive and for some a very
successful market. Leveraging the
potential of the Blockchain
technology with this market seems
very interesting to us.

Secondary market for tokenized loyalty points
Fast time to market
Predictable total cost of ownership
Providing transparency for company and customers
Traceability of customers’ transactions and purchasing behavior.
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Channels
Website

Whitepaper

Instagram

Twitter

Their website is a
onepager and seems to be
a Modernizr template
from ThemeForest.net. It’s
a basic website, running
Google Tag Manager to
collect data. There’s a
timer for launching, and
some visuals about the
product. It’s unknown if
there’s a working MVP.
They claim to be part of
KDIGITAL, a company
from Jakarta. Besides a
promotion video and some
info, there’s not much
information to ﬁnd on
their website.

The whitepaper is made
with Canva, so it’s
interactive. The look of the
whitepaper is a bit simple,
apart from the tokenomics
statistics. It contains the
info about the project of
course, but no extra
details or extensive
content. It is written from
the point of KDIGITAL,
stating what they do and
(some of) their clients.
About their ICO they only
state the soft and hard
cap but no dates.

They just started their
Instagram account with
the ﬁrst post on the 3rd of
August and 120 followers.
Interaction with their 4
posts is low, with a
maximum of 3 comments
and 75 views. They upload
stories as well.

They started their Twitter
account in July 2021 and
have 80 followers, while
following 11. They mostly
post promotions about
their project and some
quotes and videos from
their members as well,
which makes it more
reliable. The interactions
on their tweets are low.

Whitepaper: a long link

Their Telegram doesn’t
contain much hype. With
around 2300 members it’s
quiet and the team
doesn’t answer all the
questions.

Website: taraplatform.com

Instagram:
instagram.com/taraplatfor
m

Twitter:
twitter.com/Taraplatform

Telegram

Telegram:
t.me/taraplatform
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Channels
YouTube

Reddit

GitHub

Medium

It’s not common that
projects have YouTube
channels with great
content. Tara Platform
also has a YouTube
channel but with 2 of the
same promotions videos.
Combined they have
around 230 views. Both
videos were posted last
week. The video seems to
contain their old logo and
have some stock video
material, combined with 1
visual of theirs.

Well, this is misleading.
They’ve linked a topic
from Reddit on their
website. The topic is from
the CryptocurrencyICO
group about Tara
Platform, made 6 days
ago at the time of
reviewing it. There aren’t
any comments on it but
it’s 100%, which is
remarkable.

This account seems to be
made by Aldy Putra, a
team member, who joined
GitHub around 2018. He
has some contributions on
his account from June, July
and August. On the
Tara-account there’s just 1
code, which is strange.

This page seems to be run
by Aldy Putra as well.
There’s just 1 article that
was posted 6 days ago
from the time of reviewing
this. The article is about
Tara and it’s presale info.
The interaction is just 2
claps. It might be that
they just started this and
have no content for
Medium or have other
priorities during this stage
of the project.

YouTube:
youtube.com/channel/UCZ
khr0IkDHvbJSTwMGuN2S
g

Reddit:
reddit.com/r/Cryptocurren
cyICO/comments/oz2d0v/
xtra_tara_platform_a_rev
olution_of_loyalty_reward
/

GitHub:
github.com/aldyrpl/XTRAToken

Medium:
medium.com/@taraplatfor
m
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Total Supply

Tokenomics

1.000.000.000.000

1.000.000.000.000

100%

100%

Pre Sale

Development

500.000.000.000

137.480.000.000

50%

13.7%

Dex Listing

Unicrypt Fee

353.520.000.000

9.000.000.000

35.4%

0.9%

We do not see any red ﬂags
and/or particularities regarding
the tokenomics of Tara. The
development and marketing
supply is on the higher side, but
reasonable, because of the
amount of work that has to be
done.
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Presale
The presale will start at the 13th of
August on 15:00 UTC and will run
till the 26th of August, or until the
hardcap is reached we suppose.
The softcap is 50 BNB and the
hardcap is 500 BNB. It will be
done on Unicrypt. $XTRA is on the
BSC network, although it seems
they want to expand to ERC20
and Polygon as well in the (near)
future.

Listing price

Summary

900.000.000

When checking out the Unicrypt
website, we see that there’s no
audit or KYC done on the team.
For the 1st round of the ICO you
need to hold some Unicrypt tokens
as always. The strange thing
about their presale is that the link
to the presale is not on their
website but only distributed in
their Telegram group. Besides that,
it’s unclear how much $XTRA
tokens will be in circulation on day
1. There are still some points that
are unclear about the presale,
price and token...

for 1 BNB

Presale price
1.000.000.000
for 1 BNB

Circulation
TBD
Total circulation on day 1

Market Cap
TBD
Initial Market Cap on day 1
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Team members
Isman Sitorus

Aldy Putra

Isman is the CEO of
KDIGITAL and has several
years of experience
mentioned on his LinkedIn
proﬁle. 257 connections, this
is low for a CEO. There are
no endorsements. On his
Instagram there are 180
followers and pictures
about him and his private
life and Tara is mentioned
as well. On his Twitter (6
followers/16 following) he
has posted a video of him
speaking about Tara.

Aldy is the CTO of Tara
and works as a software
engineer for KDIGITAL. His
LinkedIn proﬁle has almost
3000 connections and
several years of experience,
as well as some
endorsements. He joined
Twitter in October 2014
and is focussed on Tara
promotions/content (99
followers/49 following). His
Instagram (438 followers)
shows his private life,
dating back till 2017.

LinkedIn:
linkedin.com/in/isman-rama
dhan-sitorus-811590201/

LinkedIn:
linkedin.com/in/aldyputrad
witama/

Instagram:
instagram.com/ismansitorus

Instagram:
instagram.com/aldyrpl

Twitter:
twitter.com/ismansitorus

Twitter: twitter.com/Aldyrpl

Mohammad
Febrian
Mohammad is a software
engineer for KDIGITAL and
product manager for Tara.
His LinkedIn proﬁle has
almost 2000 connections,
with several years of
experience and
endorsements. His
Instagram is about his
private life, has 165
followers and dates back to
2017. Mohammad also has
an online resume with more
social links. His name is
spelled diﬀerently a lot of
times, which is remarkable...

Hasinta Dwinar
Hasinta is an account
executive for KDIGITAL
and community manager
for Tara. With only 95
connections on LinkedIn
and some years of
experience, this account is
remarkable. There’s an
endorsement on her
LinkedIn page. We couldn’t
ﬁnd other social proﬁles
from Hasinta.
LinkedIn:
linkedin.com/in/harsintadr

LinkedIn:
linkedin.com/in/mohammad
-febrian-m/
Instagram:
instagram.com/febrianmosii
01
Portfolio: febrian.info
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Team members
Nuruddin
Fachmi

Agung
Trilaksono

Nuruddin is an advisor of
Tara and has several years
of experience mentioned on
his LinkedIn proﬁle. He
seems to work for NOID+,
a digital agency, and has
583 connections. He seems
to have experience with
marketing, although his
roles on his LinkedIn proﬁle
vary a lot. He has some
endorsements as well. His
Instagram proﬁle is private.

Agung is an advisor for
Tara and the Head of
Development of PT
Deptech Digital Indonesia.
His LinkedIn proﬁle has 281
connections and several
years of experience as a
software engineer, as well
as some endorsements. His
Instagram is private and
we couldn’t ﬁnd his other
social proﬁles.

LinkedIn:
linkedin.com/in/nfachmi
Instagram:
instagram.com/nfachmi_

LinkedIn:
linkedin.com/in/agungtsp
Instagram:
instagram.com/agungtsp
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Roadmap
Their roadmap is shown in the
Canva whitepaper and on their
website.
Roadmap:
https://taraplatform.com/index.ht
ml#Roadmap

Q4 2021
- CEX Listing (Hotbit,
Cointiger, Bkex, Bilaxy, etc)
- XTRA Apps Launch
- Inﬂuencer Marketing
Partnership
- 10.000 Holders
- 10.000 Members Telegram
Group

Q3 2021

Q1 2022

-

- Partnership with various
brand for loyalty point
exchange
- NFT
- More to come...

$XTRA Whitepaper
Platform Design & Prototyping
Website Design & Development
Unroll Marketing Plan
Pre-sale on Launchpad Unicrypt
DEX Listing on Pancakeswap V2
Coin Gecko Listing
Coin Marketcap Listing
4.000 Members Telegram Group
3.000 Holders
Community Marketing Fund
Marketing Campaign

Summary
It’s quite ﬁlled for Q3 2021,
probably because that’s where
they started the project. But after
that it’s a bit empty. There’s just
common items written down in the
other quarters up till 2022. Some
remarkable bullet points are
about the amount of Telegram
members and holders. Marketing
isn’t started yet but the presale on
Unicrypt is almost up and running.
In 2022 they’ve written down ‘NFT’
but no explanation, details or plan
distributed over multiple bullets
points.
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VISUALS
3 visuals of Tara Platform
These are the only visuals shown on their channels. No MVP or demo is shown (yet) which is a concern..

Pros

Cons

Their use case is revolutionary

No MVP or demo available, just 3 visuals
REDFLAG

The market they want to work in is a popular market
right now

There doesn’t seem to be a hype in their Telegram group

Documentation seems to be good, although there’s some
info missing

Logo’s are outdated on their channels and content, but
seems updated in their Telegram channel

Overall impression is good about this project, except
from some minor issues

Their ‘personal’ Twitter accounts seem to follow mostly
leaders in the digital world (Bill Gates, CZ, Vitalik etc.)

Info about the team is online and seems correct

The website of KDIGITAL is empty and has no portfolio
as a showcase: kdigital.id

Most of the team members work together at KDIGITAL
and have some experience in the digital world, but it’s
unknown if they have experience in cryptocurrency
The visuals shown look good, same as the video on their
YouTube channel

Roadmap misses a clear plan for the future, with general
items like ‘NFT’
They plan to start the marketing campaign after
presale, so there won’t be much familiarity when
launching
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Conclusion
Tara Platform is a long-term project which is aiming to
build a one-stop platform in the brand/loyalty market,
both for businesses and customers. Leveraging the
potential of the Blockchain technology with this market
seems very interesting to us as their are already a lot of
successful companies in the ‘decentralized’ space. The
potential of Tara’s platform is huge, but the success and
proﬁtability will depend on the attractiveness and user
friendliness of the platform. In addition, Tara needs
signiﬁcant funds to be creative on the marketing side of
their platform.

DISCLAIMER: Do Your Own Research. Our content is intended to
be used and must be used for informational purposes only. It is
very important to do your own analysis before making any
investment based on your own personal circumstances. You should
take independent ﬁnancial advice from a professional in connection
with, or independently research and verify, any information that
you ﬁnd on our channels and wish to rely upon, whether for the
purpose of making an investment decision or otherwise.
The content published by Coinvestigators is under Fair Use:
Copyright Disclaimer Under Section 107 of the Copyright Act in
1976; Allowance is made for "Fair Use" for purposes such as
criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, and
research. All rights and credit go directly to its rightful owners. No
copyright infringement intended.
Copyright 2021 Coinvestigators.

As the project is in a very early stage, there are a lot of
risks. See below for an overview of the risks we
identiﬁed in this stage:
Development Risk
Popularity Risk
Team Risk
Funding Risk
We do believe in the potential of the platform, but
we are aware of the risks that are involved in this
stage. Please take the risks stated above into
account when you want to invest in this project.
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Coinvestigators channel
t.me/coinvestigators
Main channel where researches are shared

Announcements channel
t.me/coinvestigators_announcements
Announcements will be shared in this channel

Driesearcher
t.me/driesearcher

After years of experience in the
ﬁnancial industry, we decided to
combine our knowledge and
expertise into Coinvestigators. Our
mission is to provide guidance &
clearance in the wonderful (but
unfortunately also scammy) crypto
world.
From now on, we research
upcoming coins and
blockchain-projects, developed on
a variety of networks (e.g. BSC,
ETH, etc.). We will share the
ﬁndings of our researches in
detailed reports.

Researcher and Co-Founder

Stipsearcher
t.me/stipsearcher

Join our Telegram channel now to
keep up with our latest researches!
Make sure to follow us on our
social channels as well!

Researcher and Co-Founder

@thecoinvestigators

About our
team and
our channels

@coinvestigators

Coinvestigators-107977218206676
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